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In the face of the global reach of ‘neo-liberalism’ and Thatcherite economics, it has been said that left-activists lack an effective counter response, preferably a hegemonic response that is convincing and links
justice theory with the practice of justice (Fairclough 2003). Enter the
much needed prescription of what Critchley, in his latest work, dubs
“anarchic meta-politics.” For such a short book, this sincere counter
strategy is laid out with surprising force. Critchley gives up on the larger,
classic, transformative actors or political “subjectivities” such as the
Marxian proletariat as the agent of social justice. The new capitalism has
so dislocated populations both domestically and globally that such a liberatory, romantic “multitude” is no longer feasible. But all is not lost
since, through a kind of theoretical jiu jitsu, the very diremptions produced by the new and calculating system of exploitation serve as the basis for a counterstrategy. Anarchic meta-politics depends upon micropolitical actors taking on immense responsibilities of social justice. Such
responsibilities stem from “infinite demands” for justice which compel
us to respond even though our response will never be quite enough for
resolution.
One might deduce from such a prescription something like a tragic heroine for equitable change who, like Antigone or Erin Brocovich, works
diligently despite long odds and without reasonable hope of just resolution. But Critchley explicitly eschews this tragic mantle for his anarchic
agents, citing instead, for example, the recent rise of indigenous movements that have emerged in response to the ravages of a new corporatism
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